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Summary
Psoriasis (skin psoriasis, PsO) is a chronic auto‐immune skin inflammatory condition.

In about one-third of cases, the joints are affected (psoriatic arthritis, PsA). Both conditions,
especially PsA, profoundly impact patients' health-related quality of life. This disease affects
between 2% and 3% of the population. The onset occurs before the age of 40 as a sharply
demarcated scaly, red skin lesions, most often on the elbows, knees, scalp, hands, feet and
joints considering osteoarticular involvement. Patients are suffering from itching, irritations,
stinging and pain. Etiology of this disease is multifactorial, with genetic and environmental
involvement, psychological stress and depression being the key factors considering the onset,
flare or therapeutic resistance of psoriatic disease. The purpose of this article is to review and
analyze how depression and stress affect the life of patients with psoriasis and in which way
prevention could play a role regarding the evolution of this disease.
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Proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)‐1 and IL‐6 are elevated in both
psoriasis and depression, indicating that the inflammatory process may be involved in the
progression of both diseases. Psoriasis has long been recognized to be associated with
potentially adverse effects on mental health. However, there have been relatively few studies
evaluating psychological outcomes in patients with psoriasis.

Depression and stress decrease the quality of life, psoriasis being the last drop in the
glass, with bimodal intensification of these pathologies. Quality of life in patients with
psoriasis is directly associated with the severity of the disease, family status, work status and
stigmatization.
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Introduction
Psoriasis is a common chronic condition that affects 1-3% of general population and

based on the daily consultations it is one of the most frequently presented skin disorders.
Furthermore valuations suggests that 0.4-2.3% of the adult population have psoriasis but
remain undiagnosed [1,2]. Psoriasis is also a genetic disease whose appearance is related to
environmental factors such as family problems, poor standards of living, high-pressure
situations [3]. This disease is characterized by appearance of red, scaly skin lesions. The most
common are the hands, elbows, knees, feet, scalp and joints [2,4]. The most difficult ones to
treat are lesions located on the hands or feet. Although no matter where the lesions are located,
they induce dermatological symptoms such as pain, swelling and itching, which can have a
significant effect on patient’s everyday life [4].

Purpose
The purpose of this article is to review and analyze how depression and stress affect

the life of patients with psoriasis.

Description of the state of knowledge
Clinically, the severity of psoriasis is described by the severity and magnitude of skin

changes. The most common and credible instrument which allows to measure the severity of
psoriasis is Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI). PASI is based on the extension of area
of the body which is covered by erythema and induration before and after treatment. PASIx is
described by the x% reduction compared to baseline. PASI score exceeding 12 is signifies as
severe form of psoriasis, 7-12 as moderate and beneath 7 as mild [2,5]. From the point of
view of the patient’s the influence of this disease on their everyday mental, social and
physical living is most important [5]. The skin lesions, caused by psoriasis are frequently very
noticeable, which can lead to psychological problems such as stigmatization, anxiety and
depression [6]. Considering the mental state and quality of life of psoriatic patients
Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) was created. It is In the form of questionnaire
intended for patients aged over 16. DLQI contains of 10 questions, each one scoring from 0 to
3 and the maximum overall score of 30. Moderate and severe psoriasis is correlated with high
DLQI score, similarly stores of patients with depression and long-term stress.
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Although successful therapy results in decreasing of DLQI and PASI [3,4]. Psoriasis Life
Stress Inventory (PLSI) allows to determine the level of stress perceived during everyday
situations by people with psoriasis. The final version of the PLSI consists of 15 items about
potentially stressful situations they had experienced over the previous month and rates the
degree of stress associated with each item on a 4-point scale. It shows that the more intensive
psoriasis is, the higher PLSI is rated [5,7]. Study on patients with psoriasis conducted by
Akay shows that they have extremely high Beck Depression stores. It was associated with
area of psoriatic lesions and depression score was higher than the non-psoriasis-afflicted
person get [3]. Studies about pathophysiology of psoriasis show that this disease is due to the
level of macrophages, T cells, and migration of dendric cells from dermis to epidermis. Those
cells afterwards release inflammatory citokines such as TNF- α, interleukins: 1-beta, 6,22 or
interferon-y. Furthermore there is a defect in regulatory T cells and regulatory cytokine IL-10.
These substances released by the cells lead to enlargement of inflammatory process and
deepening of psoriasis. The level of proinflammatory cytokines is elevated in patients with
depression compared to the health population, so it could lead to correlation between psoriasis
and depression. Psoriasis, however, does not just affect the skin, as elevated cytokine levels
are observed in the blood in patients with psoriasis. Notably, IL‐6 can exert proinflammatory
effects in a range of organ systems and has been implicated in a variety of diseases, including
cancer, heart disease, depression, rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis [3,4,8].

Summary
In conclusion, patients with psoriasis are at increased risk for depression, anxiety and

suicidality compared to the general population. Comorbid depression and psoriasis interrelate
negatively, giving rise to a dangerous vicious circle. The impact of depression can be reduced
by promptly diagnosing and treating depression while treating psoriasis. It is important to
understand the impacts that psoriasis can have on quality of life, including physical and
mental health.
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